Ingredients (continued)

- Imported East Bloc Mercenaries and Military Equipment
- Imported foreign national scientists
- A controlled and Compliant Media
- Decentralized U.S. Government Control
- An induced Crime Wave

1. Raise one or more generations of children under auspices of government approved satanic cults such as COL(Usa Ret) Michael Aquina’s Temple of Set. Violent sexual, physical and psychological abuse of these children over a period of 15 years will produce generations of dissociative automatons who will comply with instructions in obedient, unquestioning fashion. Their required adherence to cult tenets precludes any consideration of laws governing U.S. society, generally. Cult programmed “graduates,” among other things will be expected to participate in conceived UFO abductee scenarios.

2. Create a global UFO cult which will involve the abduction of citizens so as to foster an illusion that this earth is facing an extraterrestrial invasion. UFO abductees-of-preference will have an expertise in computer technologies RMA scenarios. Use of experimental drugs, holographic projection capabilities, directed-energy technologies, induced auditory input, experimental aircraft, and special effects costuming and stagecraft, among other things, will be used to persuade the abductees of the reality of their circumstances. Official denial regarding these events will employ reverse psychology to ensure that all such denials are taken as official confirmation of an imminent or ongoing extraterrestrial invasion. UFO abductees will be persuaded to worship their anticipated extraterrestrial “conquerors” in cult-enforced religious fashion. UFO cult networks will be controlled by U.S. intelligence (permit?) infiltration and ensure that dissidents do not disrupt UFO cult long term agendas. Uncontrollable dissidents will be assassinated preferably by directed energy means. Disassociative satanic cult graduates will handle all such executions, i.e. when not actively lending logistical and theatrical support to UFO abduction operations.

3. Directed energy surveillance and weapons of all types will be used for purposes of spreading fear and confusion in the population at large (under deniable circumstances) for eliminating persons deemed “adversarial” to U.S. national security interests, and for spotting, assessing and manipulating potential recruits to RMA causes.

4. Neurocybernetics and other psychotechnologies of ALL types will be used to sow
confusion and hypochondria in the population at large. The symptoms and effects produced by these and other and other directed energy technologies will parallel the effects produced by various microbes, viruses and chemical imbalances, thus compelling a large segment of society to seek medical intervention, which, in turn, will be a basis for their being used for medical experimentation under “voluntary” circumstances. Psychiatrists and Psychologists will play an important role in these experiments, particularly where denying the efficacy of neurocybernetics/psychotechnologies is concerned. Citizens complaining of “hearing voices” will be used as a basis for (generously) government funded, schizophrenic-related brain research, since comprehension and control of the human brain is critical….
Ingredients (continued):

- Imported East Bloc Mercenaries and Military Equipment
- Imported Foreign National Scientists
- A Controlled and Compliant Media
- Decentralized U.S. Government Control
- An Induced Crime Wave

Instructions:

1. Raise one or two generations of children under the auspices of government-approved satanic cults, such as COL (USA ret.) Michael Aquino’s Temple of Set. Violent sexual, physical and psychological abuse of these children over a period of 15 years will produce generations of dissociative automaton who will comply with instructions in obedient, unquestioning fashion. Their required adherence to cult tenets precludes any consideration of laws governing U.S. society, generally. Cult-programmed “graduates,” among other things, will be expected to participate in contrived UFO abduction scenarios.

2. Create a global UFO cult, which will involve the abduction of citizens so as to foster an illusion that this earth is facing an extraterrestrial invasion. UFO abductees-of-preference will have an expertise in computer technologies, since that expertise will be required in future technocratic RMA scenarios. Use of experimental drugs, holographic projection capabilities, directed-energy technologies, induced auditory input, experimental aircraft, and special effects costume and stagecraft, among other things, will be used to persuade abductees of the reality of their circumstances. Official denials regarding these events will employ reverse psychology, to ensure that all such denials are taken as official
confirmation of an imminent and/or ongoing extraterrestrial invasion. UFO abductees will be persuaded to worship their anticipated extraterrestrial "conquerors" in cult-enforced religious fashion. UFO cult networks will be controlled by U.S. Intelligence to limit infiltration and ensure that dissidents do not disrupt UFO Cult long-term agendas.

Uncontrollable dissidents will be assassinated, preferably by directed-energy means.

Dissociative amnestic cult graduates will handle all such executions; i.e., when not actively lending logistical and theatrical support to UFO abduction operations.

3. Directed-energy surveillance and weapons technologies of ALL types will be used for purposes of spreading fear and confusion in the population at large (under deniable circumstances); for eliminating persons deemed "adversarial" to U.S. national security interests; and for spotting, assessing and manipulating potential recruits to RMA causes.

4. Neurocybernetics and other psychotechnologies will be used to sow confusion and hypochondria in the population at large. The symptoms and effects produced by these and other directed-energy technologies will parallel the effects produced by various microbes, viruses and chemical imbalances, thus compelling a large segment of society to seek medical intervention, which, in turn, will be a basis for their being used for medical experimentation under "voluntary" circumstances. Psychiatrists and psychologists will play an important role in these experiments, particularly where denying the efficacy of neurocybernetics/psychotechnologies is concerned. Citizens complaining of "hearing voices" will be used as a basis for (generously) government-funded, schizophrenic-related brain research, since comprehension and control of the human brain is critical.